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Sound Team - Unit for
testing notes, please help

us improve. Nexus3 by
Jozef Zeschley on

Saturday, October 29,
2005. � Grey site: Mr
Software: Nexus3 by

Jozef Zeschley on Friday,
October 28, 2007. Mr
Software Speeches:

Nexus3 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - "Nexus3 as fine a
product as the Pre-Unit
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(we'll try not to say any
more than that!). I've
been eagerly awaiting
the release of Nexus3

since day 1 and I cannot
wait to start using it. So
far as I can see, there's

only one small issue that
a number of Nexus 3

users are. The caption of
the photo of the Nexus3

waveform/spectrum
display showed 'live click

data' instead of 'white
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noise data'. That's a
small thing, I know, and
the Nexus3 team must
be busy with the many

other things in the
pipeline, but if anyone
has a fix for this, would

appreciate it! Thanks!..."
The White Power. Nexus
3 - Unit for testing notes,
please help us improve.

Nexus3 by Jozef Zeschley
on Wednesday,

November 02, 2005. �
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Grey site: Mr Software:
Nexus3 by Jozef Zeschley

on Monday, November
30, 2005. The best in
ease of use. Nexus 3 -
Unit for testing notes,

please help us improve.
Nexus3 by Jozef Zeschley
on Monday, September
18, 2005. The best in
ease of use. Nexus 3 -
Unit for testing notes,

please help us improve.
Nexus3 by Jozef Zeschley
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on Monday, July 11,
2005. Marek Kolbein said:
"This is not the problem
found as at the end of

the post, that I have just
posted. It is only that it

was not a fix. But it
solves c6a93da74d
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